RomArt organizers

Such an important project has a solid organization and a staff of great professionals behind it. Among them, we remember besides Amedeo Demitry, curator of the event and digital creator, Emanuele Lamaro curator collateral exhibition, with the design and production of Canova S.r.l. The contact person for the artists is Antonella Testi.

The structure of the graphic project is the work of Agata Gazzillo while the public relations were carried out by Gabriele Masserini and Luca Rondoni. Finally, the logistics manager Maurizio Ciani and the News Cast press office, s.r.l. through which, we at Notizie in Vetrina, were guests at the opening of RomArt and the awarding of the artists.

Romart 2019 jury

The jury, of which Emanuele Lamaro is the president of Guarantee, composed of 5 jurors, declaimed the winners, one by category, and awarded prizes, plaques, and annual promotions for some winners in the artistic field. Following are the names of the RomArt jurors: Angelo Crespi, art critic and journalist; Janet De Nardis, Artistic Director of Rome Web Fest; Raffaele Irmici, art collector; Mario La Torre, Professor of Economics at La Sapienza University in Rome; Helidon Xhixha artist.

Romart's winners

The categories of artists who participated in RomArt by exhibiting their works are not only those related to the world of sculpture and painting, but also those related to the world of graphics, photography and installations. Each category competed
independently of the others. The participants could present themselves in several categories and with different works.

*Luigi Prevedel sculpture with the sculpture representing “Stefano Zuech”*

ROMART2019- Velli Palace-. The award of the Sculptor Luigi Prevedel for Stefano Zuech Statue.

"The Art Business award" will consist in the stipulation of a contract valid for the year 2020 with Canova srl - renewable - for the promotion and sale of the works created by the winner. A great opportunity for the winning artists who will have the opportunity to become part of the national and international market ".

In addition, his works will be visible on the Canovarte online site until June 2021. It should be noted that Canovarte also has its headquarters in Milan and New York. You can possibly have other data on the organizers from the site www.canovarte.it and for the Biennale: www.romart.org

**LUIGI PREVEDEL AND HIS SCULPTURE OF STEFANO ZUECH**

For the category sculpture installations Romart wins 2019 Luigi Prevedel. The artist has exhibited a statue in white marble depicting Stefano Zuech, Italian sculptures that lived between the 19th and 20th centuries. Prevedel, a self-taught artist, exhibited the work for the first time in 2013 at the former convent of Arsio Brez (TN). Discovered by the art critic Vittorio Sgarbi, who was impressed by the beauty and expressiveness of the work. In fact, the work has a softness of lines and a naturalness that are striking, reinforced by the precision of the hand that made it.
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From left to the right: Luigi Prevedel, Amedeo Demitry (Curator of the event), Francesco Angelelli (Tutor)
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ROMART2019 - Velli Palace, Rome, Italy - The award of the Sculptor Luigi Prevedel for Stefano Zuech Statue.

From left to the right: Art Critic and Journalist Angelo Crespi, statue Stefano Zuech, sculptor Luigi Prevedel
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